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Abstract :  In this paper , We suggest a scheme for outsourcing (PIR) Private Information Retrieval to untreated servers while 

shielding the isolation of the record owner as well as that of the database client.   This introduces several protection issues related 
to database. Many organizations use data in various forms such as those in image processing, Geographical Information Systems 

(GISs), medical records, financial transaction records, employee information and other applications. For most clients (e.g., 

organizations), databases play a grave role in their continuation and development. In outsourced databases, the parties those 

subcontract their data will be referred as data owners also clients hereafter. The service providers storing data will be referred to 

as servers. In outsourced database scenario, the clients rely on servers for storage, retrieval, and maintenance of their databases. 

Outsourcing alleviates their need to procure expensive hardware and software, or to pay to professionals to deploy, maintain, and 

upgrade the systems, which are now taken care of by the external server whose security level is normally not fully trusted. Hence, 

outsourced database model introduces abundant security examine challenges. To ensure data discretion, outsourced data is 

typically encrypted and then querying is conceded out with the support of trusted client front-ends or secure coprocessors. 

However, encrypting data is only a revenue of securing data. Several other security issues such as data privacy, efficient query 

processing over encrypted databases, key management, and data integrity remain in this model. Although ensuring security 

related issues is primary requirement, addressing performance guarantee is also required. 
In this model method encryption maintains the data secrecy and a convenience that help to construct PIR  reply  which  maintains  

data isolation.  Single-file PIR schemes  are  generally  unusable because of  its  expensiveness from computational point of view. 

This model suggests use of (GPU) Graphics Processing Unit service to process database. This model will help to accomplish 

practical discharge of single-database PIR scheme which uses encryption algorithm to preserve data secrecy as secondary 

objective and it serves to generate database reply to maintain data privacy as primary goal. In this paper we shows some real time 

consequences that proves necessitate of concurrency in P.I.R. algorithms. It paper describes use of trellis based single-database 

PIR protocol with GPU as processing unit to achieve high speed-up & hence, the performance of system. 

 

Index Terms - Outsourced Database, secretive Information Retrieval, cloud computing, User Privacy, Data Privacy. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Database outsourcing has become popular due to advances in networking technologies and unrelenting growth of the Internet. It 
has triggered a new trend of outsourcing data management and information technology needs to external service providers. Many 

organizations use data in various forms such as those in image processing, Geographical Information Systems (GISs), time-series 

databases, Computer Aided Design (CAD) or Computer Aided Manufacturing (CAM), and other applications. For most clients 

(e.g., organizations), databases play a crucial role in their existence and development. In outsourced databases, clients rely on 

service providers for storage, retrieval, and maintenance of their databases. Outsourcing alleviates their need to purchase pricey 

hardware and software, or to pay professionals to deploy, preserve, and upgrade the systems, which are now taken care of by the 

service provider. It is indispensable to offer adequate security measures to protect this stored data from both malicious outsiders 

and the service provider itself. Encryption is a popular technique for ensuring secrecy of sensitive data. While data encryption 

shall be able to enhance security greatly, that can impose substantial overhead on the performance of system in stipulations of 

data management.  

PIR schemes usually require the an gigantic amount of computational power, but allowing for the huge number of 

applications these protocols have, it is imperative to develop practically implemented protocols that provide acceptable 
performances for as many applications as possible[1] . The cost computational for a server replying forn PIR uncertainty is 

therefore linear on database size. Moreover, theoretic-number schemes have a very pricey cost per bit burgeoning over a 

bulky modulus in database. This limits both the database size & throughput shared by users. 

II. LITERATURE REVIEW 

This paper deals during an updated survey and review of different protection concerns of database outsourcing 

scenarios. A focused approach was taken to carry out the literature survey by dividing the survey into four parts:  

1) PIR- Private Information Retrieval Protocol 

2) Protection of indexes in outsourced databases 

3) Searching on encrypted databases 

4) Protection issues associated with database outsourcing model  

The Search PIR (Private Information Retrieval) offers a solution to the information escape problem by thrashing access 

patterns, independent of an encryption mechanism. In PIR, a database store at a server holds n strings each of size l bits, 

and a user can doubt for one l bit string without leaking which string to the database. A slight way to realize this is to 

simply transmit the entire database to the user. However, this is communication inefficient, and explore focuses on 
achieving lower communication bounds. In disparity, computational cost of every PIR design is essentially O(n · l), as the 

server necessity “contact” every piece of the database if the server is to stay put unconscious of the requested piece.  
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1 PIR Protocol : It  is the assignment of enticing an item from a database server not including the server ethnicity 

which item the client is involved . In the context of PIR, an “item” is regularly deliberation of as a single bit out of an n-bit 

database, but it could also be a “block” of size b bits. There are a wide range of applications such as those dealing with 

medical records, video or song databases, in which one may want to retrieve information in a database without the database 

knowing which information is being retrieved. The main performance determine used for these schemes is communication 

cost, disregard computational cost. A many applications have been anticipated for PIR, including rights and pharmaceutical 

databases . A insignificant solution to the problem PIR is that the client asks the server for the whole database and looks up 

the needed bit or blocks itself. Note that in the information-theoretic case, the uncontrolled power is only to be used to try 

to compromise client’s privacy; in either case we immobile insist that the client & servers use only polynomial-time 

computation to achieve the protocol. Information heoretic sub-linear PIR is possible when there are ℓ servers, each with 
copy of database-assuming that the servers do not collude to determine the client’s query. A t-private ℓ-server PIR is a PIR 

system in which the isolation of the query is  order hypothetically sheltered, even if up to t of the ℓ server s collud. Beimel 

and Stahl  investigated the case where servers can fail to take actions. In this event, it is important that the client immobile 

be able to salvage her answer. If only k of the ℓ servers need to take action, and no federation of up to t servers can learn 

any information about the uncertainty, they call such a system t-private k-out-of-ℓ PIR. Ian Golberg presented a 

Byzantinerobust PIR protocol which provides information-theoretic privacy protection against federation of up to all but 

one of the respond servers to return inaccurate information while immobile enable the user to compute the exact result.  

2 Protection of Indexes in Outsourced Databases: The indexing scheme anticipated in  suggests encrypting the 

complete database row and conveying a set identifier to each value in this row. When searching a unambiguous value, its 

set identifier is calculated and then passed to the server, who, in turn, returns to the client a anthology of all rows with 

values assigned to the same set. Finally, the client searches the explicit value in the returned compilation and retrieves the 

required rows. However, only client can now present the B-Tree traversal, by executing sequence of the queries. Each 

query salvage a node positioned at a deeper level of B-Tree. 

The scheme indexing provided in  proposes encrypting each page index using a dissimilar depending key on the page 

number. However, these schemes, which are implement at the level of the operating system, are not acceptable, since in 

most cases it is not feasible to transform the operating system functioning. Moreover, in these schemes, it is not possible to 

encrypt different portions of the database using different keys. 

The encryption database scheme in  suggest encrypting each database cell with its inimitable cell coordinate μ (T, R, C) 

and each index value concatenated with its inimitable row identifier, as illustrated in Figure 2.1 .  

 

 
Figure 1: Database and Index Encryption 
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3 Searching on Encrypted Databases: 

Damiani, E., et al. have proposed a solution to the problem of database outsourcing on untrusted servers by providing a 

hash-based method for database encryption suitable for selection queries. 

Hacig¨um¨us, H., et al. have proposed a database service provider that provides users with power to create, store, adjust, 
and repossess data from somewhere in the world as long as they are allied to the Internet. They proposed a solution in 

which data at the service contributor is stored in encrypted form and it can be decrypted simply by the owner. Their 

technique deploys a “coarse index”, which allows partial carrying out of an SQL query on the bringer side. The result of 

this query is sent to the client. The acceptable result of query is found by decrypting data, & executing reward query at 

client site. Technique operates the SQL query, and splits it into a server query and client query. Hence the client gets total 

privacy, at the cost of cooperate in query implementation with the package provider. 

Dawn Song, et al.  presented various practical techniques for remote probing on Encrypted Data using an untreated 

server. They described various schemes cryptographic for the problem of penetrating on data encrypted and provided 

proofs of protection for the resultant cryptosystems. 

Dang Tran Khanh has discussed protection issues in outsourced databases that come mutually with search trees and 

presented technique to ensure confidentiality in the implementation of these basic operations on the untreated server. Basic 

operations of search trees include search and updates. Privacy means the outsourced tree structure and data as well as user’s 

queries are all hidden from unauthorized users. 

4 Protection Issues Associated with Outsourcing Database  as  Service Model: 

The model suggests encryption of outsourced data as a means to secure it. However, encrypting data is only a means of 

securing data. Several other associated issues that still remain to be addressed are described below. The first issue is that  of 

management of keys among users who need to access the database. Different users have dissimilar levels of access on the 

data contained in the database. A straightforward approach is to identify the common patterns of data sharing so that the 

number of keys used to encrypt the data can be reduced. This problem is similar to that of role-engineering in role-based 

access control systems, where the problem is to group the users into a minimum number of roles. However, the problem in 

data sharing is more complicated as the data sharing pattern are more dense and intricate and the solutions for role-

engineering do not apply directly to this problem.. 

The second issue is that of thesceneryof information storage and retrieval. Typically, the possessor of the database 

would prefer that the data is stored in such a manner that any query on the data does not reveal either the scenery of the 

query or the scenery of the results. Furthermore, queries should be performed in an efficient manner observance in 

intelligence the communication overhead. This involves protecting the type of indexes used in the database system, 
obfuscating the query execution and protecting the results from inference. Indexes of the database system are one of the 

primal means to gather valuable information about the structure of the database and need to be protected for safeguarding 

the database itself. Query execution can be obfuscated to prevent attackers from inferring the sceneryof the database based 

on increased activity in the database. Typically, the database should show uniform transaction activity regardless of the 

type of doubt being executed. This would prevent a user from trying to infer the kind of data contained in that part of the 

database and/or trying to summarize the type of doubt that was executed.  

The third issue is that of data integrity. Typically, databases support write operations like append and update. Due to 

susceptible scenery of the data, it is required that users add information like cryptographic checksums to ensure integrity of 

data. This again brings in the issue of key management. Users would typically like to reduce the number of such 

cryptographic operations they perform as it affects the recital of the database. Due to atomicsceneryof these transactions, 

these operations need to be efficient. In outsourced databases, users typically want message communication overhead to be 

smaller as integrity checksums are calculated on the client area before sending the data over to the outsourced database for 

updates. 

III. RELATED WORK 

Searchable symmetric encryption (SSE) has been extensively studied [28, 15,16,10,13,11,23] (see [13,11] for more on 

related work). Most SSE research focused on single-keyword search, and after several solutions with density linear in the 

database size, Curtmola et al.  [13]  present  the  first  solution  for  single-keyword  search  whose  density is linear in the 

number of identical documents. They also improve on previous security models, in particular by providing an adaptive 

security definition and a solution in this model. 

Extending single-keyword SSE to request by conjunctions of keywords was considered in [16,7,2], but all these 

schemes had O(|DB|) search complexity. The first SSE which can knob very large database and ropes conjunctive quer ies is 

OXT protocol discussed above, given by Cash et al.[9].MC-SSE & OSPIR schemes we current are based on this protocol 

& they preserve its performance and privacy characteristics. 

Extension of the two-party client-server model of SSE to setting multi-client was considered by Curtmola et al, [13], but 

their model disallowed per-query interaction between the data owner and the client, leading to a relatively inefficient 

implementation based on broadcast encryption. Multi-client SSE setting which allows such interaction was considered by 

Chase & Kamara [11] as SSE that “illicit disclosure”, and by Kamara and Lauter [22], as “virtual confidential storage”, but 

both consider only single-keyword queries and did not support query privacy from the data owner. De Cristofaro et al. [12] 

extended multi- client SSE to OSPIR setting, that supports query privacy, but only for case of single-keyword queries.   In 

recent independent work,  Pappas et al. [26] provide support   for boolean queries in a setting similar to our OSPIR setting 

(but with honest-but-curious clients).SSE schemes which support efficient updates of the encrypted database appeared in 

[29,23] for single-keyword SSE. The OXT SSE scheme of [9] that supports arbitrary boolean queries, has been extended to 

dynamic case in [8], & the same techniques apply to MC-SSE and OSPIR schemes presented in this paper. 

Recently Islam et al. [19] showed that frequency analysis revealed by access control pat- terns in SSE schemes can be 
used to predict single-keyword queries. Such attacks, although harder to stage, are possible for conjunctive queries as well, 

but the general masking and padding countermeasures suggested in [19] are applicable to the MC-OXT and OSPIR-OXT 

protocols. 
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In other directions, SSE was extended to the public key setting, allowing any party to encrypt into the database, first for 

single-keyword search [5,30,1,3,6,27], & later for conjunctive as well queries [6], but all these PKSE schemes have  

O(|DB|) search complexity. Universally composable SSE were introduced by [24], also with O(|DB|) search complexity. 

Multi-client SSE and OSPIR models are related to work on multi-client ORAM, e.g. see the recent work of Huang & 

Goldberg [17], which aims for stronger privacy protection of client’s queries from server E , but multi-client ORAM 

supports DB lookups by (single) indexes instead of (boolean formulas on) keywords, and they can currently support much 

smaller DB sizes. 

IV. CONCLUSION 

Our model of PIR  gives an idea of data isolation as well as data confidentiality. It also propose the use of Genera l -

Purpose computation using Graphics Processing Units (GPGPU) for accomplishment to enhance speed of implementation 

of protocol, which will leads to convenient usability of PIR schemes in real world. By looking systematically at the body of 

work done on outsourcing databases, it is clear that several areas have received deep treatment and some clear 

recommendations for outsourcing databases as a service have emerged. For each approach, numerous methods have been 
studied in isolation and the currently proposed techniques fall short of the desirable protection issues. One should identify 

several performance metrics like cryptographic overhead, message overhead and transaction overhead related to different 

database transactions. One should identify protocols that will reduce this overhead especially for outsourced databases 

research and define protocols that will reduce the cryptographic overhead for maintaining the integrity of data in such 

solutions. Many existing protection techniques including encryption, data fragmentation or slicing etc. compromise data 

integrity. Thus future developments in this issue needs to be considered and propose solutions for protecting the 

constitution of database from inference attacks. Towards this, one should propose protocols that will randomize queries and 

results so that no information is leaked to the attackers. One idea to reduce the inference is to make the transaction activity 

uniform across all queries. 
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